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Besides excellent performance results for quite some applications for large scale
systems, measurements very often reveal performance limitations for parallel pro-
grams. They result either from the architecture of the parallel systems (memory
organization, communication hardware), from system software (parallel compil-
ers, message passing implementations, operating systems), or sometimes even
from implementation aspects of the given application. However, one of the main
observations still is that on a single PE, many, if not most applications which
are relevant to the technical field do not benefit adequately from clock rate im-
provement. The reason for this is memory accesses: most data read and write
operations have to access memory which is relatively slow compared to proces-
sor speed. With several levels of caches we now have architectures which, in
principal, provide plenty of options to keep the data as close as possible to the
processor. Nevertheless, the resulting chip architectures are quite complex, and
the compiler development progresses more slowly than anticipated.

In the near future, we will see chip architectures which integrate more than
one core on a chip. A simple pocket calculator analysis shows that in most cases
this will limit memory bandwidth even further. After the delivery of powerful
SMP nodes from most vendors, we have learned that coupling these kinds of
chips to a parallel shared memory computer and integrating these new SMP
basic blocks to larger SMP-Clusters is even more challenging. It does not really
matter whether some kind of message passing (like MPI), some kind of shared
memory (like OpenMP) or may be a heterogeneous combination of both is used
as the parallelization concept. The announced system peak performance num-
bers are quite impressive, based on the simple multiplication of single PE peak
performance numbers. In contrast to the new opportunities, a large number of
application programmers are still struggling with many complex features of to-
days modern computer architectures. Quite often, it takes several hundreds of
clock ticks to get one element out of the memory. In future, it is expected that
the numbers get worse. This will limit the success of a technology which could
give a boost to new application areas like virtual products (engineering), new
medication (biology field) or even better insight to complex simulation problems
(nanotechnologies).

Therefore, the techniques and methods developed in our field have a high
potential to address a couple of system bottlenecks, to improve their local-
ization and understanding, and to provide solutions. Our workshop brings to-
gether people working in the different fields of performance modeling, evalua-
tion, prediction, measurement, benchmarking, and visualization for parallel and
distributed applications and architectures. It covers aspects of techniques, im-
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plementations, tools, standardization efforts, and performance-oriented develop-
ment of distributed and parallel applications. This year, 24 papers were submit-
ted to this workshop, one was selected as distinguished paper, eight were selected
as regular papers, and three as short papers.

The removal of measurement overhead and intrusion from the measurement
process - one of the more general and very important problems in our field - is
the topic of the distinguished paper from Malony and Shende. New algorithms
for quantifying and eliminating the overhead on-the-fly for profiling mechanisms
have been developed and implemented. The tests with the NAS parallel bench-
marks have shown that they are effective at reducing the error in estimated
performance. Another very interesting approach is the detection of performance
bottlenecks. The paper from Gerndt et. al. focuses on the capability of two
OpenMP performance analysis tools.

We already have stressed the aspect of performance limitation through mem-
ory access. The contribution from Kereku et.al. is focused on a monitoring envi-
ronment where the access to data structures is analyzed by using a combination
of a hardware monitor and a software simulator. A quite similar approach is
going to be presented by Luiz DeRos et. al. A data-centric component analyz-
ing the memory behaviour requires the mapping of memory references to the
corresponding symbolic names of the data structure. The paper presents the
algorithms implemented in the SIGMA environment. The third paper in that
area - from Tao and Karl - investigates cache effects. Based on simulator results,
these studies concentrate on several different cache coherence protocols.

Message passing is still the dominant parallelization paradigm for large scale
computations. Therefore, performance limitations in such implementations have
a large impact on the application performance. Based on a monitoring system,
the contribution from Bongo et.al. investigates the performance of collective op-
erations. For the “allreduce” operation, they have identified parameters which
have significant impact on the load balance of this operation. In the paper from
Saif and Parashar, several MPI implementations for non-blocking communica-
tion operations have been analyzed. By using the results from this analysis in a
test application, performance improvements between 25% and about 50% have
been reported. The third contribution from Hipp and Rosenstiel describes a
heterogeneous parallelization approach for a particle simulation code.

The first paper from the last part of the workshop from Iosevich and Schuster
compares the performance of two different multithreaded memory coherence
protocols. While the coherence protocol always is the critical decision when a
DSM system is realized, the runtime results have shown no dramatic differences
between a simple and a highly optimized variant. The second paper from Stahl
et.al. describes techniques to exploit task-level parallelism in sequential object-
oriented programs to obtai parallel Java. The third paper from Rodriguez et.
al. presents a method to derive accurate and simple analytical models which
are able to describe the performance of parallel applications. Finally, the last
paper from Fernandes et.al. presents a theoretical performance analysis of a tool
(PEPS) used to analyze Stochastic Automata Networks.
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